Model study of interactions of high-molecular dextran sulfate with lipid monolayers and foam films.
The interaction of high-molecular dextran sulfate (DS-5000) with dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) monolayers and foam films (FF) at the air-water interface in the presence of Ca2+ and Na+ ions was studied. DS-5000 was added in monolayer films (MF) and in FF as monomer molecules and in liposomal form. When added in liposomal form in FF, DS-5000 decreased the stability of DMPC common black films (CBF), and no formation of Newton black films (NBF) was observed. However, when included as monomer molecules in FF, DS-5000 caused film thinning, and drastically decreased the expansion rate of the black spots and transition of thick films to NBF, thus avoiding formation of CBF. The above effects were observed in both gel and liquid-crystalline phase states of DMPC in the presence of Ca2+ ions only, and not in the presence of Na+ ions. We postulate that the interaction of DMPC with DS-5000 in the plane of FF is mediated by Ca2+ bridges and results in dehydration of the DMPC polar heads. The interaction between DMPC and DS-5000 in monolayers resulted in slower adsorption and spreading of DMPC molecules at the interface, lower monolayer surface pressure, and penetration of DS-5000 molecules to DMPC monolayers when surface lipid density was higher than 50 A2 per DMPC molecule. The applicability of the FF model for studying the interactions of phospholipids with polysaccharides at interfaces surrounded by bulk solution, and for modeling such interactions in biological systems, e.g. LDL adhesion to the arterial walls, aggregation and fusion of liposomes, etc., is discussed.